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NetEnt Connect launched with multiple
new operators
Following the successful soft launch of the content aggregation platform
NetEnt Connect in December, several new operators from different
markets have now connected and a wider range of games has been
added
NetEnt first launched its content aggregation platform NetEnt Connect early in
December 2019 with Casino Room (Ellmount Gaming Ltd.) when a range of Red
Tiger games was launched. After a valuable period of validation and monitoring,
NetEnt Connect is now growing rapidly, both in terms of the number of operators
connected and amount of content being made available to operators.
NetEnt Connect has since launched with Bethard and with GML Interactive Brands
Stoiximan (Greece) and Betano (Germany). Initially a selection of games from
NetEnt Group-owned Red Tiger was available through the platform, now the rest of
the portfolio of 99 games in total is quickly being added. Soon Red Tiger’s Daily
Timed Jackpots will also be available to connected operators.
“The beta launch of NetEnt Connect has been successful. Now we are looking to
ramp up even more to make use of NetEnt’s far reaching customer relationships and
integrations. We are also looking forward to widening the portfolio of content by
adding more suppliers to the platform.” said Rob Fell, Director of NetEnt Connect.
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